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Chapter Merchandise
Chapter merchandise can be obtained from our
Merchandise Officer Margaret Bradly who
attends most Club Nights. She can also be
contacted via email:
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org.
Periodically Margaret can be found at the
dealership with her trusty sewing machine
(notification of this will be given in the Chapter
e-shot) to sew patches on whilst you wait, chat
to other members, have a coffee or just browse
the Harley Davidson Merchandise in the
Dealership!
In addition, Margaret also produces a selection
of Hogsback garments to order. As well as
supplying Chapter merchandise, Margaret can
also make and supply personalised patches, i.e.
names & slogans etc. Samples of all the above
can be seen at Club Night or, if you contact
Margaret, she is happy for you to visit her in
Yateley, Hampshire.
The items shown are all available from
Margaret. For further details please visit the
Chapter Shop in the Members Area of the
Website.
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Directors Bit

Director’s Little Bit
It’s summer at last and the Chapter is buzzing
with events. Not least club nights where we
have had nearly 80 bikes crowding the car park
of the Princes Royal. And so many new friends
have joined us (most seem to be called John or
Mark) – Hogsback is getting better and better.
I have just returned from the Fish & Chip ride
which was fabulous. It was only when I got
home I realised it was the start event for the
world cup – there was no one on the roads, it
was quite spooky.
The Chapter will have a big presence at Prague
with I estimate approx 40 of us attending, either
riding or flying in. There’s a theme this year for
the UK Chapters and we will all be wearing
Hawaiian shirts on rally site in the evening, so
don’t forget your’s if you're attending.
The big news is that next year the European
HOG rally will return to Cascais in Portugal.
Previously this was one of the best ever rallies
so it’s not to be missed and Robin was quick off
the blocks booking a large number of rooms in
the town for the Chapter. But that’s next year
and we have plenty to entertain you till then,
particularly with Cirencester convergence rally
on 10 – 12 August. Rooms may still be available
if you ask Robin and when we run out within the
site there’s others locally. The site is currently
being converted for filming and we will have a
medieval street on site as a nice photo
opportunity with your bike. Disco and band are
booked plus LOH are having their own get
together on the Friday evening.

Dell
Director

lovely spot and we have the garden and dinning
room reserved just for us. Tickets are available
at club nights and from Katie at GHD or email
Eileen at activity@hogsbackchapteruk.org. So
come on your bike, by car, walk or even cycle
there for a fun packed evening. That’s on top of
the 122 events we are putting on this year and
the number will grow along as the sun shines.
The Chapter will be issuing a membership card
at club night from July so don’t forget to pick
your’s up. Yes I know it’s July and ideally we
would have done it at the start of the season. I
have lots of excuses – I just ain’t thought of
them yet.
Finally from me (I can hear you cheering)
congratulations to Liz Getgood on becoming
Hogsback Ladies of Harley officer. We are all
grateful to Ruth for the great job she has done
over many years and now its time for Liz to blow
us all away.
Thank you all for support the Chapter.
Dell Evans
Director

Our new Activities officer Eileen has been busy
arranging a Chapter summer BBQ at “The Tree”
pub on top of Box Hill on 28 July with the
Chapter subsidising the food for members. It’s a
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Paul

Paul’s Bit

Assistant Director

Not a lot to say for this edition- always out riding!
Well not quite, but it’s nearly true of myself and
many other Chapter members, especially if the
photo galleries are anything to go by.
With the riding season in full swing not only are
they an important documentation tool of what
the Chapter has been up to but the pictures
submitted by Chapter Photographers and
members shine a beacon of light on what
Hogsback is all about. Underpinning the core
function of the Chapter, its vast and varied ride
programme, the galleries portray the results for
our members and catalogue the success of
rides and events taken place, reflecting the
enjoyment had by all participants.
Whether it’s a quick nip to the coast for
breakfast or a lengthy tour abroad or anything In
between, via the galleries the Chapter is able to
capture those sometimes small but valuable
moments which otherwise may become lost
from memory forever. Even the sometimes
slightly embarrassing shots capture a scene that
will live on as a ‘Remember when’ and bring a
wry smile to all those involved!

Paul Andrews
Assistant Director

There is plenty of ride activity to come this year
and many opportunities for fun and laughs. Put
yourself in the frame and become part of
Hogsback history!
Big cheesy grins are de rigueur when faced with
the photographers lens along with plenty of
cheek and sauce (but nothing too rude please!).
So continue to enjoy the thing we like the best,
riding out with our Chapter buddies.
Enjoy the Summer! Shiny side up folks!
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Wobin

Robin’s Bit
Hi All, just back from St Tropez and Dam
Busters and a great time was had by all, as I
write this folks are off to Prague and hopefully
an epic trip!!

Assistant Director
Keep riding and see you all soon.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director

There are still loads of trips to go on and there
are even spaces on some. I still have a couple
of rooms on the wine fest trip if you’re
interested.
Cirencester is doing very well and I will be
asking for the rest of the money shortly. As for
the mileage challenge don’t forget to register by
filling in the slip in the members area and giving
it to Aaron at GHD. If you change your bike don’t
forget to update the details.
The weather looks like it is finally changing and
we are in for some lovely times,

Cirencester The Return!
Royal Agricultural University
10th - 12th August 2018

Program
Price Includes
Friday
Arrive from 15:00

Welcome Coffee

Dinner / Drinks

Room and Breakfast for two nights.
Servery dinner for both nights

Saturday
Rideouts

Welcome pack and Pin

Lunch / Dinner / Drinks

Rideout (extra cost for lunch)

Band

Band

Sunday
Breakfast and depart by 12:00

Hogsback News Spring 2018
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Axel

Axel’s Bit
Head Photographer
What a great time for long rides, 2 weeks in the
USA, followed by 2 weeks on Dambuster and St
Tropez. All very enjoyable, if there wasn’t the
honourable Editor pushing for timely
submissions. And while one is away enjoying
2,650 miles in Europe, the Chapter goes on and
organises 8 rides loaded with dozens of
Photographers submitting over 1,000 photos, to
be sorted, selected, edited and pressed into a
nice format.
No, I am not complaining, I love the job. The
photo galleries are memories of all the hard
work put in by the Road Crew leading rides and
of our members enjoying their time on them.
And I actually need them to remember the
details! They are like a movie allowing you the
revisit your past action. It is now the 9th season
that I’ve contributed to the galleries, and it’s a
hell of a time travel to open up and browse the
old ones.
Unfortunately I could not be present on May
Club Night, when Paul Cutler got his well
deserved Chapter Photographer patch. From
what I see in the Club Night gallery Dell did a
reasonable job to hand it over :) Thank you!
More and more members submit their photos to
be included in our channel, which is fantastic,
but please let me remind you that you should
not post more the 1-2 photos supporting a
timeline comment you made on Facebook. If
you have more, please send them to
images@hogsbackchapteruk.org (up to 5), or
request a DropBox folder from me for you to
upload to.

watch the galleries on a TV? Well, a smart TV
anyway. All it needs is a browser, go to
hogsbackchapteruk.smugmug.com, and you can
see the photos on your 72” TV. Try it out, each
Smart TV may have a different browser (Sony,
Firefox, etc.) but once you’ve got it and saved
the URL, its easy the next time and it’s a relaxed
way to watch your Harley memories with more
people around.
Great photographic
events are coming up,
like the Chapter BBQ,
Cirencester and the
many rides scheduled
for the 2nd half of the
season.
I am looking forward to
seeing you there.
Axel Thill
Treasurer & Head Photographer

Another tip - hold your mobile in landscape
when shooting, because your Super wide HDTV
is also in landscape. Did you know you can
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Katie

Katie’s Bit

Dealer Rep

The Season is finally underway. There’s nothing
quite like looking out of the Customer Lounge
window at our car park and seeing it full of shiny
Harley-Davidson motorcycles and not cars!
Look your best on a day ride or one the fabulous
weekends away and tours in any of our new
casual tops and jackets. We have lots of new
stock in Harley-Davidsons new ranges, come
along and see what we have. There’s something
for everyone. If it’s a new riding jacket, boots,
gloves or helmet we can kit you out too. Don’t
forget to get your CE gloves before going to
France as it’s now mandatory for you to wear
them.
Look after your eyes with Wiley X sunglasses,
we have blue tinted glasses in stock too.
Don’t forget our 0% Finance deal, the painless
way to buy new clothing and parts.
Oh, and look out for Special Offers on HarleyDavidson Clothing, coming soon!

the season, please book ahead for any work you
need in the near future.
There’s been quite a few staff changes over the
past few months so please introduce yourself to
our new faces, don’t be upset if they don’t
remember your name, I have been here nearly
10 years and I still have trouble remembering
everyone’s!
Shiny side up.

The Workshop is super busy at the moment, all
the Tech’s are working flat out to fulfil all the
Sales bike PDIs, Servicing and MOT’s. Lead
times are quite lengthy due to the late start of
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Ruth’s Farewell as LOH officer
My position as LOH Officer has now come to an
end and lovely Liz is taking on the baton!
I applied for this role nearly 10 years ago when
the Hogsback Chapter was in it’s infancy- does
it seem that long? No!
I did wonder what it was all about then. I knew it
was to try and encourage more Ladies to ride a
Harley, but there were so many ladies who didn’t
(or couldn’t) ride and who just wanted to get
involved and share the fun and experiences of
the others. So that’s when it all started and look
at us now - over 70 Ladies of Harley. Not bad
eh?! Some difference from about 8 of us ten
years ago.

Ruth

me in good stead for riding in all manners of
attire!! Seeing our other Chapter Ladies doing a
road marking in a Rabbit outfit (Catherine) and
Jane in white and feathers all sodden but
smiling brings back great memories.
Hats off to all you Ladies in our Chapter now
doing Iron Hogs and trips from one end of the
country to the next, riding or pillion or on two or
three wheels. May it long continue with Liz now
at the helm.
Thanks for my opportunity which enabled me to
meet so many lovely people and make many
lifelong friends.
Off but not out.

I have enjoyed my time and the experiences as
LOH officer, from helping organise Fashion
Shows and Charity events at the Dealership with
Toby and katie, organising lunches /coffee
mornings for the Ladies and a great Casino
Night 8 years ago when Dik managed to roll
some lucky dice!! Start up and run Bring and
Buy, and with Margaret’s help design our own
Hogsback Diva logo which can be seen
adorning many ladies T- shirts and Hoodies.

Ruth Palmer
Road captain

When I later made it to Road crew I enjoyed
organising many different trips including the
prestigious Rolls Royce factory ( 3 times ),
Afternoon Tea at Bosham Hoe, Amberley Castle
and Goodwood House. Also Bath Buns during
our weekend in Bath. There are always buns
involved somewhere and I seem to be famous
for my Rock cakes as they travel well. I couldn’t
get bikes to the Ritz though.
I was also privileged to help run and later lead
the differently themed Ladies Ride at the last
few “ Sofer Rallies” an experience which stood
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Up The Arras

Message from Wavey Dave
The one and only sensational Wavy Davy Band
are back with a vengeance.
Unfortunately the band tragically lost two
members to suicides last year, first Spike and
then long time friend Simon, both decided to end
their lives in true Rock’N’Roll style.
They are both very sadly missed, but their
tremendous spirit and love of music will forever
live on in the band.

Wavy Dave

Equally, new drummer Ben has also proved to
be an extremely capable and experienced rock
impresario, very Deep Purple, very good.
We’re as keen as anybody to find out how good
we really are in front of you, our live audience,
so please come along and support us at the
Hogsback Summer BBQ.
Wavy Dave

Fortunately Wavy Davy and Crippo live to play
another day and we have an exciting and
talented new line-up to present to you.
Lead guitarist, Adrian, has played with us all
year and has very competently demonstrated
some real guitar playing expertise, producing all
the Classic Rock sounds we desire.
Our latest addition, rhythm guitarist Johnny
Guitar, just turned up for audition with his 12string acoustic and became an instant hit with
his Eagle-soaring guitar and vocals.

Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Iron Butt / End to End

Iron Butt / End to End

Dave

7 intrepid explorers set out to complete the
mighty Lands’ End to John O’Groats challenge.
There were two challenges being undertaken, 5
riders were going for completing the challenge
within the time from sun-up to sun-down and 2
were going for gold where the distance had to
be over 1000 miles and within 24 hours.
The Sun-Up to Sun-Down Riders were Ken Hall
on a Fat Boy, Josie Evans on a Sportster, Liz
Getgood on a Sportster, Stephen Foster-Fat
Bob and Patrick Meyer-Higgins on a Heritage.
1000 Miles plus riders were Malcolm Bradly on a
Ultra Limited and Dave Hollis also on a Ultra
Limited.
We met on a damp Thursday morning at Coffee
Darling in Wilton, very civilised start with coffee

and cake. Then Ken led us through some lovely
back roads to pick up the A30 and head down to
Lands’ End. The weather turned glorious and
dried us out and the views were incredible with
no clouds getting in the way. Riding the bikes
Hogsback News Summer 2018

down into Cornwall in flying formation was the
perfect tonic to the rain earlier. We headed down
to The Lizard, the most southerly point in the
UK, then to the Minack Theatre to see an openair theatre cut into the cliff face. Then on to the
B&B (though we didn’t have time for the second
B the following day) to drop the gear off before
going down to Land’s End to enjoy the views
while the sun was out and we were wide awake
and alert (the following morning we would be up
before even the first sparrow thought about
farting!)
The day ended with dinner in the beautiful
Sennen Cove, which took a while for food to
arrive, but the setting was fantastic so we had to
sink a few beers, soak up the atmosphere, tell
some stories and get to know Ken’s friend
Patrick while we waited. Once dinner arrived
and was quickly dealt with we returned swiftly to
bed!
Continued on next page…
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Iron Butt / End to End
In what seemed like no time the
alarm was going off at 4:15am
and we were up immediately!
Quick coffee with plastic milk
and Malcolm and I set off to the
start to mess about and get all
the documents set up ready to
go at 5am. Apparently, there is
an ATM at Lands’ End...
The other 5 riders turned up
shortly after us to see us off and
get their paper work in order too, they would be
starting at 5:12. We had a bit of a fright when
Malcolm’s Bike wanted the pin to be added as
the fob didn’t work. Everyone else’s also wanted
the pin! Turns out it was just a radio scrambler at
Lands’ End there to test us! Worked fine once
we left. After a bit of a panic it was “We’ll see
you in John O’Groats later”, not something that
is said every day! The challenge had started.
We made some most excellent progress through
sleepy Cornwall with some enthusiastic
countryside riding. Then we eventually got to the
M5 and the next bit went a bit like this: fill up,
ride 180 Miles, endure increasing levels of pain
in arms, arse, knees and back before getting off
to fill up again, get receipt and write the mileage

on it, eat a snack from the bag have a mouthful
of water and go. 180 Miles for a 5 minute break.
It was however lovely watching the different
views passing you by, but repeat those steps 5
times. I made friends with the cashier in Gretna
Green but she got the wrong end of the stick
and commiserated Malcolm for going the wrong
way around the M25... we also thought now we
are in Scotland it’s not too much further!! Wrong!
Though we had made it to Gretna for 4pm, via
Clacket Lane, and the sun was still out!
We repeated the steps once more and got to
Pitlochry. Only this step saw the introduction of
the longest average speed camera section from
Perth to Inverness. It was almost zen like as no
cars were up your arse or trying to overtake so
we slipped the bike into snooze mode and
enjoying the sunny Cairngorms rushing by.
This was the calm before the storm...
We then got passed Inverness and the
average speed cameras went and the locals
who I think are all rally car drivers were
tearing the place up! We partook in some
enthusiastic highland riding… we had to keep
up with traffic so we went with it and had a
blast, even though we had been riding for 16
hours or so we came out alive and finished
the challenge!

Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Iron Butt / End to End

With a mix of adrenaline and euphoria we were
rolling into John O’Groats and saw Ken walking
down to meet us. We parked up and enjoyed the
twilight and had completed the trip in 18 hours.
The others had completed the trip in 16 hours
and 29 minutes! They even stickered the sign
post with the Hogsback sticker! Great effort all
round what a fantastic achievement. We went to
the Seaview hotel where we didn’t take the bike
gear off and got stuck into the locally brewed ale
which was fantastic and worth the trip. It slipped
down far too easy!!
Saturday morning, we agreed to be up for
breakfast at 8:45 ready for a ride to
Middlesbrough for the overnight stop. We
caught the rush hour getting
from the rooms across the road
to the hotel…. See sheep
photo! It was a glorious day in
John O’Groats but the forecast
looked horrid in Scotland.
Stephen had set off early as he
was going to see his Brother. It
was 8 hours 30 mins roughly to
get to our Hotel and Robin had
sent a link to a route point to
take us over the Cairngorms so
it was looking like a nice day
Hogsback News Summer 2018

ahead. We woke up to no Ken or
Patrick and it turned out that Patrick
was struggling with his mental health
and we all felt for him after achieving
such an amazing goal the day
previous and a lovely Thursday’s ride.
Ken was talking through the options
with Patrick. We went for a ride to
Duncansby Head Lighthouse the
most North Easterly point and then to
Dunnet Head the most Northerly point
before returning to the Hotel. As it
happened Malcolm’s heat shield
came loose and had a few codes
come up on the dash.
Back at the hotel plans were being hatched, Ken
was to ride Patrick back to London overnight on
Patrick’s bike leaving his Fat Boy and Pirate
Pete at the Hotel to be collected another day.
Ken set off at about 11:30am. When Malcolm
had the issues, it looked like the perfect solution
to recover the Ultra and ride the fat boy but
sadly the recovery man who came to see
Malcolm said its fine and to just ride home, the
recovery man covered the next 50 miles so was
hoping we made it that far. We eventually left
John O’Groats at 1:45pm… still with 8+ hours to
ride.
Continued on next page…
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Iron Butt / End to End

We made it 30 minutes down the road to Wick to
get some oil for the Ultra and top up the Sporties
then it was time to get some miles done. We
encountered a closed road for a bike on car
accident that happened about 4 hours earlier but
the road was still shut on one side of the road.
Later it turned out Ken was stood at the side of
the road for 2 hours and we must have lost 30
minutes collectively to it.
Pressing on through the wet of Scotland we
found a nice late lunch stop in Brora at 4pm.
Progress was slow with the traffic and the wet
roads.

As it happened we all met up
on the A9 and Ken said it was a
great sight to see us 4 flying in
formation up ahead. A small fist
bump between Ken and I on
the move and we were flying in
a pack again having made slow
progress. We stopped for a
while at Pitlochry to fuel up and
have a drink and it was about
7:30pm. We pushed through
the rain and came out to some
lovely sunshine and eventually
had dinner at 10:30pm in
Dunbar. One last twist in the tail
for the day we had a diversion
adding 20 minutes before we got
to our hotel at 1:30am.
Ken and I bought some beers at dinner to enjoy
once we got to the hotel and that’s when the day
got wild! Immediately when we turned up the
hotel staff took the piss out of our sunburnt and
dirty faces. We were the Easy Rider Pandas!
Although pandas have white heads and black
eyes we were the inverted Pandas really… So,
we sat in the tiny reception and had some beers
with our bike gear and luggage spread around
and told some stories perfect end to the day….

We got back to civilisation in Inverness after
some ice like road surfaces and the bikes
spinning up everywhere. We fuelled up at
Inverness at 5:45pm. As it turns out Patrick
decided he needed to get off the bike and after
some searching on the internet found there
was a sleeper bus and got the 6pm to London
where he had family waiting. Ken watched
Patrick off and then faced with a long ride back
to home saddled up and set off. With no
satnav as it wasn’t his bike and no hotel
bookings as I had them, the overnight stop
option wasn’t a plan.
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Iron Butt / End to End
Obviously, it was the real thing, right?
Hilarious end to a very long day.
We agreed to be up for a 9am breakfast
where we just had to ride down to the last
services on the M25 to say our goodbyes
before peeling off and going our separate
ways. Only one closed road that day but
we were all home at a reasonable time.

The hotel staff offered us some Pizza and were
helping to feed the pandas! We were later
offered some sweets but we had to refuse,
obviously that time in the morning Pandas
should only eat Bamboo! We were on our last
beer and then a group of Orang-utan’s (see
pissed girls with lots of fake tan) arrived in the
lobby they wanted selfies with the Easy Riders
and then more selfies with the world cup! We
found where Russia is keeping the world cup
safe… it’s in a Premier Inn in Middlesbrough…
but maybe we shouldn’t have let that info out?

Hogsback News Summer 2018

Very enjoyable trip and much respect to Liz
and Josie on the sporties! Liz also became
a Panda but her glasses saved her from the
ridicule! No real complaints from anyone and it
was a great atmosphere on the trip. A mighty
ride out. It’s a shame John O’Groats is so far
away as its glorious up there and the rugged
landscape could captivate you for days.
We were all gutted that Patrick didn’t ride back
with us he’s a great guy, a great rider and we
enjoyed his company. We hope to ride together
again soon.
Dave
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Steve

Five go off to Eastbourne

Historian

Have you ever considered the optimum number
of bikes for a ride-out? 10? 20? 50? 100? Well,
the answer, in my opinion, is five!
Riding in the conventional staggered formation
with five bikes, the leader always has a clear
view of the back marker and vice-versa,
meaning:
•

no drop offs required

•

everyone can stay together through lights/
roadworks.

•

no problems with getting split up filtering in
slow traffic

•

easy fast riding as a small group on duel
carriageways

So it was that five lucky bikers, led by Steve C
with Richard bringing up the rear, set off from
the dealership on Saturday to have fun in the
sun.

Hogsback News Summer 2018

Heading south down the A281 the group soon
left the clouds behind them and enjoyed the
gentle curves and twisties travelling east along
the A272 in bright sunshine before heading

!1 6

Fortress, which was built over 200 years ago to
keep Napoleon and the pesky French out.
Returning home via the A27 to Brighton and up
the A23 gave us time to reflect on the multiple
elements of history, geography, geomorphology,

palaeontology and the many benefits of small
group riding we had experienced throughout the
day. Five did indeed have plenty of fun!!
Steve Cork
south again over the South Downs to pick up the
coast at Newhaven.

Chapter Historian

It was time now to enjoy the sea air and ride
along the coast road to the Seven Sisters and
the Birling Gap for a well-deserved pit stop and
coffee.
On then for a photo opportunity at Beachy Head,
with cliff edge views of the lighthouse, although
not as extreme as the selfie being taken in front
of us by a visitor standing right on the edge –
just visible in the centre of this action shot!
It was time then to enjoy the delights of
Eastbourne seafront, seeing, but not sampling,
the Pier, food stalls, candy-floss and ice-creams
before a final stop for lunch at the Redoubt

Hogsback News Summer 2018
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ST TROPEZ

Wobin
Assistant Director

Having completed a successful Dambuster Tour
it was time to head south to warmer climes and
enjoy some sunshine.
Day one was a trip through the Ruhr into the
Rhineland and we had decided to visit Magic
Bike to see how it was doing. The Sun shone
and the rally was packed even though it had
ended. Parking was difficult and we had a quick
mooch and went across the Rhine to lunch. It
was then a very nice bimble down towards
Baden-Baden and our stay at the Hotel Engel in
Rhinemunster.
What a great choice that was!! The bikes were
parked in the courtyard next to the outside
dining tables and we were welcomed with beer.
The food was great, service was very good and
the rooms were spacious.
Day Two was off into the Black Forest and I put
the Harley onto twisty and set off in bright
sunshine via a Harley dealership, what a lovely
day! We spent hours enjoying the twisty’s and
after lunch we headed off into Switzerland and it
all went Pete Tong.

The rain set in, our plan to avoid the motorways
was abandoned and we bought passes so we
could speed our progress.
This nights stop (hotel Tellplatze in Sissikon)
had already upset us by trying to cancel David’s
room and send him 35km away to another hotel,
luckily Booking.com helped to make them
change their mind. It was a mixed hotel in that
the views were superb but the hotel was very
run down and the restaurant was very expensive
, but as both were miles from anywhere they
had a captive audience. A coach load of
Chinese tourists woke us up at 06:00 and we
were glad to leave.
Day Three. The forecast was dire for the
Alps and two passes were still closed so
we made the decision to go through the
tunnel rather than over the Gotthard. It
was very hot in the tunnel (97 degrees
on the Harley). Once we were out we
moved over to back road and went down
to the next hotel which was the Relais
Black Horse in Millesimo just north of
Savona. The sun was now shining and
the ride was great but the welcome was
even better!
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We were greeted with beer and a meat &
cheese platter on the patio before we checked
in! The rooms were good and the hotel was
fresh and well kept, the food was very good as
well.
Day Four. A short trip along the coast to Port
Grimaud and our home for the next few days. It
started dry but as soon as we had got near to
the coast it started bucketing down, it was
torrential. All thoughts of sightseeing went out
the window and it was teeth clenched and get
there as safely as we could.
We did get there and unpacked etc. Gills have
started to form.
Days 5, 6 & 7 were a bit of a blur and seemed to
rush past, we drank beer, listened to music, ate
pizza and did a parade. We met up with all the
Hogsback members that were at the rally that
we knew about and chewed the fat. Only one
day was wet and we just drank the day away.
Day Six. Time to leave and the forecast for the
next few days was not good. Today was the best
day so we went through the Gorge Verdun area
and had a ball!! Afterwards we headed up to
Gap and the Best Western Hotel with a decent
restaurant next door. The hotel was ok, the

rooms are small but they do have a kettle in the
rooms.
Day Seven was forecast to be wet and they
were correct! Grenoble Harley was closed and it
had stopped raining so we went the Route
Napoleon on Twisty. It was a superb dawdle
through the mountains and we all enjoyed it
immensely. We stayed at the Hotel La Vieille
Ferme in Macon with a great view of the River
Saone and a very good (though not cheap)
restaurant. The staff were great and very good
surroundings.
Day Eight was a mixed day and we decided to
try to avoid the wet bits and by and large it
worked. The roads were straight and we saw a
few flashes as we went along these nice quick
straight roads. At the back end of the day it
rained and we lost Axel but when we got to the
hotel he had made it there and was having a
beer to welcome us. The hotel (best hotel
Reims) was a modern box and was fine, it had a
campanile style buffet which was ok.
Day Nine was the final day and we set off for
Eurotunnel trying to beat the rain and
succeeded, there was a problem with eurotunnel
but we all got on within two trains and then
headed our separate ways.
A great trip, albeit damp in
parts, with a very good rally and
superb mates. If you haven’t
done St Tropez you should think
about it.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director
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Back in Tyneham

Lesley

The weekend trip was entitled ‘Tyneham’ but
was so much more than that. It was a weekend
away organised by Trevor and Karen Rawlings
which had as much detailed planning as the ‘D
Day’ landings (more on the relevance of that
later) and it was just as successful! The
weekend had castles (both ruins and still
standing), stately homes, abbeys, vintage cars &
bikes, steam trains and wildlife galore (and that
was as well as the group).
Usual meet at GHD on the Saturday for a 10:00
chocs away and what a lovely bunch of people:
Karen & Trevor, of course; Clive and me; Paul &
Sue Andrews (Road crew); Chris North (Road
Crew) & Cathy Robert; Steve & Catherine Cork;
Jim & Delia Cordell; Steve & Lisa Foster;
Howard & Marge Jones; Mark Lamond; Gina &
Barry Hinton; Ken & Annie Hall; Brett Speed; Del
(Road Crew) & Becca Evans; Dave & Tracey
Stubbington and Pete & Eileen Ostinelli.
First stop Loomies café. Chris Doody and
Sandie came along for the first bit of the ride
(and yes, was responsible for all the

photobombing at Loomies too). We were
blessed with warm weather with only a very few
spots of rain in the afternoon and Sunday was
really warm by the time we rode into Lulworth.
So good planning with that too, Trevor! After the
caffeine stop, bikes and trikes were re-mounted
and off we headed to Beaulieu motor museum.
Trevor had chosen a lovely route – no
motorways for this trip – and we meandered
towards our destination for lunch and the
afternoon. We rode through the heart of the New
Forest riding slowly in places to avoid the
wandering ponies who seemed oblivious to the
noisy pipes.
Beaulieu is so much more than just a motor
museum; the main house (ancestral home of the
Montagu family) and its walled garden were
really interesting to walk round as well as the
Abbey and a river walk. Add in the monorail and
bus around the grounds, four hours felt like two.
Much fun was had in the museum with the photo
opportunities in the cardboard cut-outs.
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Onwards then for the last hour and a half ride in
Hampshire and into Dorset for our overnight
stop at the Bridge Hotel in Ferndown. The hotel
overlooked the river, full of trout and a swan’s
nest nearby to ‘ooh and aah’ over the cygnets.
The sun was almost over the yard arm so it was
time to sit on the terrace and refresh. The staff
treated us royally and we had games to
accompany the meal. The games, organised by
Karen, were: guessing the drinks brand from a
segment of a logo and guess the sweetie names
from cryptic clues. Needless to say the drinks’
brands game was most successful with Steve
Cork’s team getting 100% (was it 30 out of 30,
Steve?).
After breakfast the next morning, we set off
through the windy roads of Dorset to view Corfe
Castle – both a ruined castle as well as a very
pretty village. We were lucky enough to see the
steam train pass by too (I said the organisation
was good didn’t I!). After a second stop to view
the castle from a different viewpoint we headed
for Tyneham. What a unique spot that is.
Tyneham is a disused village closed by the
government War Office in 1943 to use for
preparation for the ‘D Day’ landings (I said there
was a connection coming didn’t I?). All the
families had to leave homes they had lived in for
centuries. It is now open to the public for about a
third of the year; the rest of the time the
army use the valley for firing range
practice. We all walked round the (now)
ruins and read about these families. My
highlight was the schoolhouse with
exercise books out under glass – one
teacher’s comment was ‘Do try not to
get ink on your hands all the time,
Walter’.

rose and the sun showed its face. By 2pm we
were in Lulworth Cove and not beaten by the
cake and scones, the seafood beckoned.
Strolling round after lunch, watching the kids,
dogs and families in the calm, cove water we
probably could have all done with forty winks
before the journey home. Some took off their
boots and paddled and all soaked up the
quintessential English seaside village.
By 3:40pm, some of the crowd headed home
from Lulworth and others followed Trevor on the
final lap through the New Forest. It had been a
fantastic weekend. Great riding, great venues,
great hotel and most of all lots of laughs with
special friends.
Lesley Everett

Onwards to Lulworth Castle, this one
not in ruins , with a very nice tea room
and grounds. Tea and cake was
consumed by all as the temperature
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Normandy Weekend

Gina

The group of 14, supported by Henning Roesch
and Andy Williams as Road Crew, departed from
Newhaven - Dieppe early on Friday morning
followed by a leisurely ride to Honfleur where
some of us cooled off in the pool while others
walked down to the port.
We had evening meal in the hotel ready for an
early start to Le-Mont-Saint-Michel on Saturday
morning where we spent a long day exploring
the site & restaurants during another sunny day.
We returned to a free evening for everyone to
enjoy their gastronomic preferences.
Sunday morning on to Arromanches-le-bain via
Pegusus Bridge where we were treated to a
celebratory marching display across the bridge
by the Jersey Military Band and Vet’s marching
past Madame Gondolais & the Mayor to the
tunes of ‘Pack up your troubles’ & ‘Hitler has
only got one…’ .
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The weekend finished with a group meal in the
Port. A great weekend!
Gina
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Yorkshire Aires

Yorkshire Aires

Bern

Although Charlie and I live in
Lincolnshire now, we are still members of
Hogsback Chapter and were invited to
join the group coming up to Yorkshire for
the Yorkshire Aires weekend led by Paul
and Sue Andrews.
We meet the group just as they come off
the A1 at Newark at the Mint Leaf Café
where they fuel up, grab a drink and
have a break and leg stretch. To give
Paul a break, Charlie agrees to lead the
ride now which took us through the
picturesque North Lincolnshire
countryside and over the impressive
Humber Bridge into Yorkshire.
The scenery now changed from the agricultural,
flat openness of Lincolnshire, to the hilly and
dramatic Yorkshire countryside. We arrive at our
destination The George Hotel in Easingwold on
a sunny and warm Friday evening which will be
our base now for 3 nights.

Easingwold is a beautiful unspoilt Georgian
North Yorkshire small market town nestled in the
shade of the Hambleton Hills and just 10 miles
from York. It still maintains the traditional
cobbled pavements and popular market square
with lovely boutique shops and very nice cafes
and restaurants. The George Hotel sits right at
the heart of the cobbled square and is a former
coaching inn with lots of cosy charm.
After freshening up we meet
up with Andy and Nicola
Waller who like us are still
members of the Chapter
since moving to Easingwold.
We have a few drinks and a
delicious meal which was
very welcome after the
group’s long ride. Tomorrow,
we will have a day off from
riding and Andy will be our
guide around York for the
day.
Continued on next page…
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Yorkshire Aires
After a hearty breakfast we
meet up with Andy by the bus
stop in the market square in
order to catch the bus into York.
The bus drops us off right
outside the National Railway
Museum which has the largest
collection of railway objects in
the world. The entry to the
museum is free and celebrates
past, present and future
innovation on the railways. It is
so interesting to walk around
and you can see everything
from the very first train,
Stephenson’s Rocket, to the
very futuristic Japanese Bullet train. There is so
much to see and do and the museum takes in
over 200 years of history on how the railways
shaped our lives.
After a few hours mooching around the museum
we meet up for the next part of our tour. Andy
leads us into York past the beautifully impressive
and iconic Minster into the infamous Shambles
district of York. The Shambles with its tiny lanes
dates back as far as the 14th century and is
particularly famous for its overhanging timber
framed buildings. There are still some traditional
butcher’s shops that it was famous for, but it has
now evolved into an area full of eclectic shops,

crafts and eateries, but the place that caught
most peoples eye was the “Gin” shop.
So after a quick detour and several gins later we
meet up with everybody again as we now have
to head back to catch the bus. Our walk back to
Exhibition Square takes us along part of the
elevated Roman Walls that is a typical example
of medieval building and today is Grade 1 listed.
The walls have undergone some restoration and
the walk allows you to see some more of the old
buildings that make York so historic. We have a
little wait for the bus so we enjoy a cup of tea
sitting outside in the sunshine at one of the
many cafes.
Back at Easingwold we all decide to
do our own thing for a while until we
meet for pre- dinner drinks. The
weather today has been sunny and
warm and it is so nice to sit outside in
the sunshine enjoying a drink in this
beautiful town. We had another
delicious meal tonight with lots of
laughs and banter.
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Yorkshire Aires
It is another beautiful day, and today we are
back on the bikes as we are meeting up with the
Aire Valley Chapter who will take us to the
Bohemian seaside resort of Whitby. There is an
amazing turnout of Aire Valley bikes and they
were all so welcoming. Their road crew will do
all the drop offs and after our briefing we all set
off through the beautiful Yorkshire countryside.
Our route takes us across the menacingly
beautiful North Yorkshire Moors, with its winding
roads and barren landscape. Our approach into
Whitby is down a steep road through the North
Yorkshire National Park and we are able to all
park down on the quayside.
Whitby is a fishing town that is a very popular
tourist destination and has an association with
the horror novel, Dracula. There is also a part
that is popular with “Goth’s”. Overlooking the
town is the Abbey, a 7th century Christian
Monastery built on the east cliff. Although now it
is a ruin it is very impressive and is worth the
199 steps that you have to climb to the top. We
all enjoy a few hours here, walking around the
charming streets and most importantly eating
their locally caught fish and chips. As we leave
Whitby, we head back along the coast before
cutting across country and back to Easingwold.
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Another fine dinner and great company just
rounds off another excellent day.
Time now to say our goodbye’s to Easingwold,
as Charlie leads us back through the Yorkshire
countryside and over the Humber Bridge back
into Lincolnshire. We drop the group off at
Morrison’s just outside our village for a refuelling
stop and say our goodbye’s.
Thanks to Sue and Paul Andrews for their
excellent planning and organisation, and thanks
also to Andy Waller for being our tour guide. It
was a brilliant weekend in one of the most
prettiest parts of the country, with fantastic
weather and great company.
Bern
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Weald and Downland Ride

Trevor

So by popular demand I ran a repeat ride out to
the fascinating Living History Festival at the
Weald & Downland open air museum in
Singleton situated in the beautiful Lavant Valley,
West Sussex.
We set off on Sunday 3rd June from GHD a
decent size group of some 26 bikes (including 3
trikes) in beautiful sunshine and set forth
through Godalming, Milford, Haslemere and
Midhurst along the A286 arriving at our
destination in a timely manner an hour later. We
were greeted my an most attentive attendant
who knew we were coming and directed us to
our own little patch of firm grass to dismount and
proceeded to the entry whereupon (thanks again
to Karen) we were fast-tracked through at a
special price – the VIP’s that we are:)
In true Hoggie fashion many of our crew made a
bee line for the food stalls to enjoy the many
varieties of bangers or hog roast washed down
a jug of mead (actually in reality teas,
coffees etc).
Suitably fed and watered we all took in the
superbly preserved period properties that have
been rescued from all over the country and
painstakingly reconstructed to form effectively
village centres.

Many of you will be aware of this gem in the
countryside especially those with kids as it is by
far and away the best way to teach the building
history of our country as its tactile and requires
minimum reading, so that’s a big tick where kids
are concerned. But it’s not wholly the domain for
children’s learning and all who attended this
year, and last, found the detail and history of the
buildings most interesting especially the 1st floor
overhanging loo in the 16th century hall building.
Just don’t walk under it!!
One of our members who shall remain nameless
thought he should drop his trousers and sit on it
for a photo opportunity but we convinced him
Axel would be shouting “nein” for its inclusion in
the Chapter photos - so just for private(s)
viewing then!
All around the grounds and buildings there are
re-enactors that really bring the
houses and cottages to life from
Peelers (coppers) to drunkards and
gentile folk to vagabonds – bit like a
cross section of Hogsback then;)
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In the early afternoon there was a fine military
display and an amazing show of synchronised
horse riding by Percheron horses showing truly
impressive control and training of these
muscular equines. Some smart Alec thought it
would be an idea to have a Hogsback display
team - any volunteers? Then the main event of
jousting and, for those that haven’t been yet, this
is the real deal of fine destriers with knights atop
racing at each other with full on lances aiming to
score points of 1 to 3 dependant on which part
of the body they hit. Health and safety dictates
that the last yard of lance is balsa wood but it
doesn’t detract from the theatre of it all. This is a
truly visceral display of skill and brawn - a bit like
muscling 950 lbs of American iron though the
twisties!!
Some Hoggies had gone a little earlier but for
those that remained I led a different ride back
past the historic Goodwood racecourse and onto
the scenic Selhurst Park Road and wow what a
treat because with the weather conditions the
skies were beautifully blue, the sea the same
with a panorama as crisp as you like and every
coastal land mark from Bognor to Brighton could
be seen. Mind-blowingly amazing probably if
only for the rarity of such a vista in the UK. Wish
we could have stopped to take a picture to share

Onward through the familiar and quaint Petworth
then home.
A special day with a great bunch of people and
one to be repeated again in the future.
Trevor Rawlings iAM
Road Captain

with you all but there was nowhere to park.
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Up the Camel

Jim
Delia

Meeting at GHD for the ride down
to beautiful Cornwall were 10 bikes
& 4 trikes, 250 miles to go and the
weather was looking good for the
whole weekend.
We all kept together for the
journey, then another trike joined in
the group, it was George and his
wife, they had hired a trike for the
weekend. Great journey until
Stonehenge, but even that did not
stop the trikes from filtering nearly
all the way through the snarled up
traffic… with the help of some considerate car
drivers.
The lunch stop at The Barley Mow Farm Shop
and Restaurant near Chard was well
appreciated after clocking on the miles. Then on
to the Molesworth Arms Hotel in Wadebridge,
where once rested we all got together for dinner.
Saturday was a lovely ride down (apart from a
couple of very dubious single track lanes and
Chris & Irene nearly being beheaded by the
barrier on the Taymar Toll Bridge) to Dartmouth
for a cruise on a riverboat. A refreshing break

from riding and a chance to enjoy the view from
the river before a wander around the town for
lunch. Chris had arranged that we could line up
our bikes and trikes in the public gardens right
next to the river, they certainly got some
attention from the public, wanting to sit on them
for photos and asking lots of questions… mostly
about cost!
We all made our way back to Wadebridge and
did our own thing for dinner, there was lots of
choice so everyone was happy, then more
drinks in the hotel bar.
Sunday was a ride down to Marazion to
visit St Michaels Mount, a medieval church
and castle on an island where people still
live and can only get to it by boat or walk
along the causeway when the tide is out.
Which we all did very carefully, a bit
slippery and bumpy...all apart from Chris &
Irene who had a trike problem so could not
make the trip.
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After lunch on the island some of us walked all
the way up to the castle at the top of the hill. It
was a bit of a climb but well worth the effort as
the view was amazing. We could only imagine
what it would be like being up there when a full
storm was blowing.
Then it was off to Falmouth and dinner at Rick
Steins. The weather on the ride turned from
lovely & warm to quite chilly & misty but it
stayed dry. We arrived too early but could not
leave the bikes in the public car park until 6pm
otherwise we would have to pay, so we waited &
waited & waited. Eventually we got in to eat and
it was well worth the wait. The food was
fantastic, everybody was happy with their meals.
Then it was back to Wadebridge for our last
night in the bar.
Monday we left the hotel for the journey home
stopping at the Route 303 Cafe for lunch, some
of us made our own way home from there, but
still kept passing each other on the journey
anyway.
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Thank you to Chris North for another fantastic
organised trip down to the West Country along
with a great group of friends riding through some
of the best views this country has to offer. Also
thanks to Trevor & Karen, Cliff, Stephen & Lisa
for crewing us all on the trip and keeping us
together.
Bring it on for next year.
Jim & Delia
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History of Club Night Venues

Midnight Madness

Gina

A bright midsummer evening attracted 48
Harley’s and pillions on the return of Midnight
Madness. Woody, supported by a brilliant team
of road crew including: Dell Evans, Paul
Andrews, Henning Roesch, Peter Ostinelli, Chris
North, Andy England, Roger Bonnici, Chris
Doody, Cliff Michie, Steve Routh, Andy Williams,
Steve Foster and John Holmes, managed to
guide the group through the chaos of central
London, negotiating 3 sets of road work
diversions and arriving safely at every landmark.
Special thanks to Charlie Gordon and Bernice
who rode from Lincolnshire to join us, the
friendly Police officers on the Mall, the
welcoming group of security guard’s for parting
the waves through the crowds in Covent Garden
to cheers and applause from the tourists. All the
screaming girls on hen nights for adding a little
glamour, the staff at Troia for an excellent
service and all our members involved for
contributing to a memorable evening while
enjoying their 15 minutes of fame. Madness is
back in style!
Gina
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History of Club Night Venues

My story started six years ago, when then I was
pootling along on my Sportster and passed a
local Bike training school. Well, I thought, what
would it be like to become a bike trainer?
After two years of study and following other
instructors, learning all five elements of CBT
(compulsory basic training) then on my CVO
Electra Glide, it became my turn to take the road
ride test with two new entrants to riding.
Radio control set we all began the rideout,
myself the examiner and the two new riders.
All went to plan, the route through the Surrey
hills, passed Newlands Corner and onto a back
road in Guildford for the two prerequisite
manoeuvres.
On the return leg of the journey the batteries in
one of the radios began to fade and radio
contact was lost with one of the riders. This
caused the gentleman to panic and bolt!
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Staying as calm as possible, I instructed the
remaining rider and the examiner to remain in a
safe lay by whilst I went to pursue the runaway
rider. Once I caught up with him and remedied
his radio, I asked "where was he going"? He
replied " home! " ok but let's finish the day and
issue your DL 196 certificate. Wow what a relief
when that was over.
Now four years on rolling briefly on a Fat Bob,
and now on my cherished Soft Tail Slim S.
I await my second DSA road ride standards
check.
Spare batteries in pocket!

Richard Mangold
Hogs Back Chapter
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A Tale of Two Bikes

Dik
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A Tale of Two Bikes

In Spring 2002 our youngest son Elliot, just
turned 16, asked for an innocent sounding
favour.
“I’m going to the End of School Prom and I need
to make a bit of an entrance”, he said.

delighted. And so, as it turned out, were his two
mates. Another visit to Owen revealed that he
belonged to some sort of Harley club. Yes, he
could arrange for a couple of his Harley buddies
to help out Elliot’s two mates.

I had no idea that his innocent little question
would change the whole course of my life.

There was great excitement at our house on the
evening of the Prom. The three lads got
themselves all spruced up and ready, family
members looking on as we waited. There was a
distant rumble and then the incredible sight and
sound of three huge Harleys thundering down
the road. Introductions were made, clothing was
distributed and the Prom pillions were assigned
to their riders. The bikes rumbled into life again,
smiles widened beneath borrowed helmets and
then they were gone.

I popped down Shepperton High Street to the
estate agency where Owen Miles was a partner.
I knew he had a Harley and asked him if he
could help. He most certainly would. Elliot was

Later, I found out that Elliot and his friends had
indeed made the entrance they had hoped for.
In fact, they had been the stars of the show.
Meanwhile, back at home, still transfixed with

“Ok”, I said, “what were you thinking of?”
“A tank”, he said. “Oh.” I said. “Well, I have no
idea how we could arrange that, and it may be
somewhat impractical … but I know someone
with a Harley-Davidson … might that do?”. From
his expression, I could see that it most definitely
would.
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A Tale of Two Bikes

what I had witnessed, I made an important
discovery. Yes, buried in a metaphorical drawer,
where it had been gathering metaphorical dust
for the last 28 years, was my old full and
perfectly valid motorcycle license.
I was about to turn 50 and had been feeling at
the top of a downward slope to the rest of my
life. But now, with Hillary’s just as keen
enthusiasm, I could glimpse exhilarating twists
and turns instead. A new life. New adventures.
New friends. And a new Harley-Davidson. Wow.
Just wow.
The next few months passed in a whirlwind of
excitement. Owen talked to me about different
kinds of Harley, I went on a back-to-biking
course to remind my muscle memories of what
they used to know, I met the good folks at the
Dorking Harley-Davidson dealership and the
bike was ordered. A silver and black 100th
Anniversary FXDWG Dyna Wideglide – see first
photo.

It was beautiful. Hillary and I immediately started
going along to the Harley Chapter Club Night
where Owen introduced us to people with whom
we would spend incredible adventures over the
next 16 years. And that just takes us to the
present!
Gorgeous as it was, I quickly realised that this
bike was not finished. (You will know what I
mean). As the miles and trips accumulated we
got lots of ideas about how to make a great bike
perfect. I had got it Stage 1’d before I even rode
it. Within a year it had been Stage 2’d and its
original cylinders replaced with a big bore
variant and upgraded cams to match. Keith
Dorling and Terry Bing (both Road Captains and
known at the time as Bing and Bong) visited to
fit new, larger diameter semi-ape bars down
which all the wiring was hidden. A very loud air
horn was fitted. Multi-pot billet brakes were
attached to chrome discs which were in turn
fitted to the incredible new Thunderstar wheels.
Continued on next page…
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A Tale of Two Bikes
Brake hoses were
changed to steel braids.
A huge, imposing new
headlamp casing
adorned the front forks.
To these were added
sleek new chrome fork
sliders. In fact, almost
everything that could be
turned into chrome
received scrupulous
attention – brake and
clutch levers and
cylinders, switch
housings, grips, gear
shift, pegs, primary
cover, sprocket, swing
arm, even all the little
engine bolts holding
everything together, and not forgetting, of
course, the chrome cover for the choke knob.

The photo shows what the bike had become 8
years later, just before I sold it.
So what happened to it?

Changes on the inside were not neglected
either. An easy clutch was fitted. So was a sixth
gear. The starter motor was upgraded to crank
the bigger engine. The flywheel was upgraded
to cope with the upgraded starter motor (does all
this seem a familiar story?). And after the insane
heat of gridlocked French traffic in Nice on the
way to Corsica, a twin column external oil cooler
was added.
As it transformed, the bike took us on trips that
had never entered our dreams or previous
capabilities. We rode all over France, Belgium,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Portugal. We
did many weekend rides all over the UK. 40,000
miles with scores of new friends. And all without
a windshield – because that would have spoiled
the looks of our magnificent Wideglide.

Well, if it looks familiar, your eyes are not
deceiving you. By glorious coincidence, the bike
captured the heart of another Chapter member
at first sight. For the last 8 years, it has been
meticulously cared for and lovingly ridden by its
second owner, Dave Stubbington.
His adventures with it are his to tell, but I know
we all wish the bike would just go on and on.
We owe it a lot – it changed our lives. For ever.
Dik Gregory
Road Captain

When I bought an Ultra to make those long
European rides more comfortable I hung on to
the Wideglide for a while. But it was no good. It
was all too complicated with one small garage.
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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Join Hogsback and See the World!
(Or at least most of Europe)

Steve Et Al
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Join Hogsback and See the World

Steve Cork, Dell Evans and Peter Ostinelli have
combined their joint intellect, experience and
extensive powers of recall (!) to put together this
brief history of the last 20 or so years of HOG
European Rallies - which is as far back as any
of them can remember. They have included
some details of the earlier Rallies, but since they
weren’t there, the details are hazy.
That is not to say the details of the later Rallies
are any better, since their recollections are also
hazy when seen through the combined effects of
hard riding, loud music, heavy drinking, general
lack of sleep and the inevitable passage of time!
However if you would like to add some details or
experiences of your own at any of the HOG
European Rallies let us know and we will include
it before this article gets added to the History
Section of the Hogsback website.
There’s not enough room in the Newsletter for
the whole story so here’s the first half. The rest
will follow next issue.

The story of the HOG European
Rallies and Hogsback Part One:1991
– 2010
Harley Davidson and the Harley Owners Group
have been holding major events in Europe since
HOG was formed in 1983, but the first “official”
HOG European Rally was held Cheltenham in
the UK in 1991, with an annual HOG Rally held
every year after at various locations throughout
Europe.
Since I only joined the Chapter in 1998, I missed
some of the earlier rallies, but we have
members who’s memories still extend back to
these early days!
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We have put together some statistics and
comments on these rallies which we hope may
encourage you to take part in a HOG European
Rally in the future - if you have not yet already
taken the plunge!
So what makes a successful Rally? In my view it
is a combination of:
Location – must be a great place to visit – good
weather, warm sun, good ride to and from the
rally – my first overseas Rally in St Tropez was
memorable for all those attributes.
Content – music and events – the mass ride out
traditionally held on the Sunday is spectacular
as both a participant and/or observer and the
2003 Barcelona Rally with the Rolling Stones
concert was incredible!
Companions – route planning, which way to go,
where to stop, is always great fun deciding and
the riding down with a group of good friends and
meeting up with everyone at the rally is a great
feeling.
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Join Hogsback and See the World
1991 – Cheltenham rally UK - Attendance at this
first “official” H.O.G. European Rally was
estimated at around 3,000. It was held at the
Cheltenham racecourse and we believe
members of the Chapter were there.
1992 – Alsace, France – around 3,500
participants
1993 - Hoeven, Holland- around 3,900
participants
1994 – Munich, Germany – around 5,000
participants
1995 - Castillion, Spain – estimated 5,500
participants
In 1996 and 1997 – Two “official” HOG rallies
were held in each of these two years.
1996 - Northern – Rotterdam, Holland - 3,000
1996 - Southern - Lake Garda, Italy
We have photos proving some Hogsback
Chapter members, including Vic Patterson,
attended this rally along with around 5,000 other
HOG members.
Vic Patterson’s bike makes it all the
way to Italy!
1997 - Northern – Kristiansand, Norway - 3,000
1997 - Southern - Biarritz, France - An estimated
5,500 attended this rally, with over 50 from the
original Surrey Chapter, including some wellknown names such as Vic Patterson, Mike
Palmer, Roger and Barbara Ferris, Albert
Rapacioli, Ernst Riess and Vera Sommer, Bill
and Marion and Nigel Ruddock, who are all
current Hogsback members! An excellent write
up of the rally can be found in the July 1997
edition of the Surrey HOG Newsletter.
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Mike Palmer admiring the view on
the way down to Biarritz
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Join Hogsback and See the World
1998 – Corfu, Greece - 2,000
1999 – Cheltenham, UK - This was my first
European HOG rally, with Catherine as pillion on
my new DynaGlide Sports, where we joined
over 7,000 participants from around Europe.
The rally was held at the Cheltenham
Racecourse, an excellent venue for camping,
food and music.
There are some great write-ups by Vera
Sommer and Alan Marriott in Issue No 6 1999 of
the “Flywheel” – the newsletter of the Surrey
Harley Owners Group.

Ernst’s famous “Ladies of Harley” cocktail
proved particularly damaging to partakers – so
ingredients and instructions are reproduced
below for future use:
2 dozen peaches
2 packets of strawberries
2 bottles of Maraschino
2 bottles of Curacao
3 bottles of brandy and some special kick that
Ernst will not reveal
Chop the fruit and soak in the spirits with a little
sugar for approx. 4 hours, then add
6 bottles of red wine
10 bottles of sparkling wine
Mineral water if you like – they didn’t!

The simple pleasures of a new bike
and two man tent!!
The rally was attended by a large turnout from
Surrey HOG including Colin Shonfeld, Vera
Sommer, Ernst Reiss, Steve and Catherine
Cork, Bill and Marion Morris, Alan Marriott and
Anne Leguen De Lacroix and others.
In those pre-politically correct days it was
considered perfectly acceptable for the whole of
the Dunedin Chapter contingent to stand on the
bar to demonstrate what Scotsmen wear under
their kilts, followed by the naked Germans (male
and female) rideout around the whole of the
race course late one evening!
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My own lasting memory is falling asleep
under the communal Chapter barbecue
tent on Saturday night after a very long,
liquid and loud evening listening to the
bands, including the Stones Clones, and
waking up on Sunday morning to find
Ernst busy cooking breakfast for
everyone immediately above my head on
the barbecue! - Steve
2000 – Lloret de Mar, Spain – We missed this
one – but around 8,000 others didn’t
2001 – Golfe de St Tropez, France – our first
real overseas HOG rally on the Dyna – again
two up with all the luggage!!
Many happy evenings discussing our route
down and back and a great location for the rally.
Probably the biggest European rally so far, with
an estimated 10,000 attending and a fabulous
location for the bands on the beach. - Steve
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Join Hogsback and See the World
2002 – Venice – Lido di Jeselo, Italy – our
second European rally and Catherine’s first
after passing her test and riding her own new
883 Sportster – proving they can keep up with
the big bikes – even when restricted!! Again
around 10,000 HOG members at the rally. Steve
2003 – In this, the 100th anniversary of
Harley Davidson, special celebrations were
held at two locations
2003 – Barcelona, Spain – My (now) rat bike
and Catherine’s 883 Sportster made it to
Barcelona and back – but this time without
being restricted – yes - Sportsters can do over
100mph with the 883 engine, even if the gear
change lever breaks off in the attempt!
HOG made the rally “open access” this time
which meant there were huge numbers of
visitors around the various venues – some
estimates are in excess of 100,000 over the
weekend.

Over the Alps on the way down to
Venice
One of the particular draws of this 100th
Anniversary event was to attend the (real)
Rolling Stones concert in the stadium in
Barcelona – the entire venue appeared to be full
of leather clad bikers and pillions from all over
the world!
The down side was getting lost on the way back
from the concert and doing a 150 mile
round trip to get back to the Hotel at
around 4am – the upside was that
everyone had stayed up for us waiting
for us to appear, albeit somewhat worse
for wear after the extra four hours spent
waiting/drinking!! - Steve
2003 – Hamburg, Germany
Again “open access” and over 100,000
visitors.

Rolling Stones concert – Barcelona
Rally 2003
Hogsback News Summer 2018
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2004 – Monto Gordo – Portugal
For the 2004 rally HOG went back to
HOG/ticket only, with around 5,000
making it down to the south of
Portugal.
Our trip down was memorable for the
route selection – all non-motorway
and the fantastic riding through the
middle of Spain. - Steve
2005 – Golfe de St Tropez, France
Another great rally , with over 13,000
attendees in the south of France. Sun,
sea, beer, bands and beaches –
what’s not to like?

“Let’s plan to keep off the main roads” said
Steve at our planning meeting!

This venue has proved so popular that a major
HOG rally has been held here almost every year
since.
2006 – Killarney, Ireland - 7,000
2007 - Fuengirola, Spain - 8,000

2008 – Lake Garda, Italy - 8,000 participants.
This was my first big European Rally, the first
year after joining the chapter, and that’s when I
was first hooked on the HOG Rally scene. The
ride highlights down were crossing the Alps - but
you all know that. I do recall staying on top of a
mountain in Switzerland and the road was so
scary Wendy came down on the railway that
served the ski lift. We camped on the shore of
Lake Garda, swam every day in the lake and
partied every night. HOG do put on a good
party.- Dell
2009 – Jurmala, Latvia - 2,500
2010 – Lugano, Switzerland - 60,000
That’s all we have space for this issue. The story
continues next issue with 2011 to 2018…

We do like to be beside the
seaside!
Hogsback News Winter 2017/18
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History of Club Night Venues

The following email addresses can be used to contact
Officers of the Chapter:

director@hogsbackchapteruk.org
assistantdirector@hogsbackchapteruk.org
secretary@hogsbackchapteruk.org
treasurer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
headroadcaptain@hogsbackchapteruk.org
webmaster@hogsbackchapteruk.org
loh@hogsbackchapteruk.org
charities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
safety@hogsbackchapteruk.org
headphotographer@hogsbackchapteruk.org
activities@hogsbackchapteruk.org
editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org
merchandise@hogsbackchapteruk.org
membership@hogsbackchapteruk.org
roadcrew@hogsbackchapteruk.org
trike.rep@hogsbackchapteruk.org
historian@hogsbackchapteruk.org

If you need to contact a specific Chapter officer via email, you can do so
using the following format: firstname.lastname@hogsbackchapteruk.org
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